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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER

Randall Smith, petitioner here and appellant below, asks this

Court to accept review of the Court of Appeals decision terminatin4o

review designated in Part B of this petition pursuant to RAP 13. 3( x)( 1) 

and RAP 13. 4( b). 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION

Mr. Smith seek review of the Court of Appeals decision dated

May 3, 2016, a copy of which is attached as Appendix A. 

C. ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW

1. The police entered Mr. Smith' s hotel room because a person

claiming- to be a bail recovery agent said Mr. Smith had an arrest

warrant, but the police never confirmed the warrant and did not know

the person who urged them to arrest Mr. Smith. This Court has never

adclressed whether the allegation of a self -identified bail bondsman

gives p« lice authority to act witl1oLit a warrant. Should this Court grant

review to determine whether police lack lawful authority to enter a

residence based on the allegation of someone they did not Imow

without any corroboration of this informant' s allegations, under the

Fourth Amendment and article 1. section 7? 



2. When a person says lie wants a lawyer during Iliranrla

warnings, all questioning must cease. The interrogating police officer

understood Mr. Smit]) as saying he wanted a lawyer but questioned hint

without providing counsel. Under the Fifth Amendment and article .l. 

section 9, was the officer required to stop questioning Mr. Smith when

he reasonably understood Mr. Smith Nvas requesting counsel during

1L1ir-ancla warnings`? 

3. Accomplice liability requires the accused person to

knowingly aid another person in a specific crime. In the to -convict

instruction containing the essential elements of identity theft in the

second degree, the court told the jury that Mr. Smith could be guilty as

an accomplice if lie knowingly aided another person in con-anitting

any crime." Did the court' s instruction erroneously permit the jury to

convict Mr. Smith without finding he knowingly participated in a

particular offense'? 

4. The Court of Appeals held in Hu'ves,
1

that leading organized

crime punishes the leader, not accomplice. The pattern instructions

permitted the jury to convict Mr. Smith as an accomplice to leading

164 Wrr.App. 459, 469- 70. 262 P. 3d 538 ( 2011). 



organized crime. Should this Court grant review and address the

inapplicability of generic instructions to leading organized crime

because they permit the jurors to base their verdicts on the legally

impermissible theory of accomplice liability? 

5. A criminal defendant is constitutionally entitled to a

unanimous jury verdict and proof of all essential elements under the

Fourteenth Amendment and article 1, sections 3, 21, 22. The

prosecution alleged many acts as predicates for leading organized crime

but the details predated the charging period. Did the State fail to prove

the essential clements and did the court' s failure to inform the jury that

its verdict must be based on unanimous agreement of the conduct

essential to commit leading organized cringe deny Mr. Smith his right to

due process and a verdict by a unanimous jury? Due to the absence of

case law, should this Court grant review to clarify the multiple clements

ofJoint involvement necessary for leading organized crime? 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE

Several police officers entered Randail Smith' s hotel room

witliout obtaining a warrant or confirming the existence of authority to



arrest him.2RP 65, 73, 87.' They acted solely at the bidding of a person

identifying himself as a bail recovery agent, who said Mr. Smithhad an

arrest A - warrant. 2RP 73. Tliey had never islet the bail bondsn7cn before. 

2RP 78, 53- 84, 

Mr. Smith and Sarah Stetson -Hayden were inside the hotel

room. 2RP 46; 7RP 616- 17. Ms. Stetson- llayden' s clothes and shoes

were in the room, as well as a substantial array of identification

documents, credit cards, blank checks, computers and equipment For

making credit cards and checks. 2RP 66- 67; 7RP 625- 26. Based on

what they saw after entering the hotel room, the police sought a search

warrant. 2RP 68. 

As police officer tared Tii'faaiy read ,Viranda warninLgs to Mr. 

Smith, Mr. Smith said, " attorney." 2RP 69. Officer Tiffany " assumed" 

Mr. Smith wanted to speak with an attorney. 2RP 75- 76. Rattler than

acknowledge Mr. Smith' s request, Ofticer' fittany continued reading

the rest of the Wirmicki warnings and asked Mr. Smith to answer

questions. 2RP 70. Mr. Smith said, " some questions." 1d. The officer

did not ask if he wanted a lawyer and instead questioned him about the

The verbatim report of proceedings (" RP") is contained in

consecutively vaginated volumes. 

4



items in the hotel room. 2RP 70- 73, 77. He did not give Mr. Smith a

written advice of rights form to sign. 2RP 73. 

Inside the hotel room, the police found identifying information

from other individuals and tools for making credit cards and checks. 

4RP 213; see, e. g., 4RP 228- 57, 271- 304. Ms. Stetson -Hayden had bled

guilty to 29 charges and testified for the State due to her plea

agreement. 7RP 596, 626. From previously working at a bank, she

understood how to create a false check and where to cash it, which she

called her " expertise." 7RP 631- 32, 639. She went on " shopping trips" 

with others, including Kristina Carlson, Alissa Turner, Kaja and

Kristina, where they would use checks or credit cards to buy goods. 

7RP 599- 600. 607. They did not need direction from Mr. Smith to slake

purchases, but M-. Smith would tell them items to buy and he would

sell them to others. 7RP 635, 641. Mr. Smith told the women to buy

certain items that lie would sell. 7RP 619. 

Before the police found her in the hotel room on November 25, 

2012, Ms. Stetson -Hayden had been arrested trying to buy items with

false financial information at a Home Depot in September 2012, along

with Ms. Carlson and Ms. Turner. SRP 417, 6RP 493- 94, 7RP 603. All

three women were charged with identity theft and forgery related

5



offenses, pled guilty, and testified against Mr. Smith as Dart of their

plea bargains. SRP 404: GRP 500- 01; 7RP 596- 97. 

Based on the items found in the hotel room on November 25, 

2013, Mr. Smith was convicted of 18 counts of identity theft in the

second degree, unlawful possession of a firearm in the first degree, 

unlawful possession of payment instruments, unlawful possession of a

personal identification device, and leading organized crime.' CP 258- 

77, 279- 80. The facts are set forth in the Court of Appeals opinion, 

pages 2- 4, Appellant' s Opening Brief, and the Statement of Additional

Grounds on Review, passi7n, incorporated by reference herein. 

E. ARGUMENT

1. Police lack authority to enter a person' s home
without corroborating a bail bondsman' s
allegation that a person inside has a warrant. 

Because this Court has never reviewed whether a

ball bondsman can authorize a warrantless entry, 
review should be granted. 

The police entered Mr. Smith' s hotel room and arrested him at

the direction of a purported bail bondsman they had never net. 2RP 58, 

79. The police did not have information affirming his reliability or

The charging period for leading organized crime was September 29 — 
November 25, 2012. CP 187. All otlier offenses were alleged to have been

committed on November 25, 2012 CP 180- 92. 

6



credibility. 21ZP 83. They did not verify his employment. Icl. The police

tools the word" of bond enforcemcnt agent Joseph Kaufman. and diel

not confirm his informationgiven before entering; the hotel room

without a warrant and arresting Mr. Smith. 2RP 73, 79. 

Although the police later obtained a search warrant for the hotel

room, the search warrant application was premised on the information

the police gathered after entering the hotel room. 2RP 66- 67; CP 329

Finding of Fact 9). The validity of the search warrant hinges oil. 

whether the police had lawful authority to enter the hotel room. If not

legitimately inside the home, the plain view exception to the warrant

requirement does not Permit the police to act upon observations. State

v, O'Neill, 148 Wn. 2d 564, 582- 83, 62 P. 3d 489 ( 2003). 

Article 1, section 7 " prohibits any disturbance of in individual' s

private affairs `without authority of law. "' State V. Guehaa Vcilde-z. 167

Wn. 2d 761, 772, 224 P. 3d 751 ( 2009). The Fourth Amendment gars

warrantless searches into a person' s home. These constitutional

protections are at their " apex" when the government enters a residence, 

State v. F,-isJelclt. 163 Wn.2d 628, 635, 185 P. 3d 580 ( 2008). 

An aiTest warrant alone does not " allow the police to enter a

third person' s residence." Id. (citing Steagcrld v. UlWecl States, 451 U. S. 

7



204, 213, 101 S. Ct. 1642, 68 L.Ed.2d 38 ( 1981)). Despite an arrest

warrant, police may not enter as a pretext; the wanted person must be

present; and the police must have probable cause to believe the subject

of the arrest warrant is actually present. Id. at 392 93. When police

recognize someone with an outstanding wal-rant, they lack probable

cause to arrest without " confirmation of the outstanding warrant." State

v. Sinclair, l 1 Wn. App. 523, 331, 323 P. 2d 1209 ( 1974). 

Without checking on the bail bondsman' s claims, the police

assumed" there -was a valid arrest warrant. 2RP 73, 84. Yet, a bail

bond agency may request surrender without a warrant. Bail agencies

have. a " wide scope of surrender authority" and may insist that a person

surrender for reasons other than failing to appear in court or the

issuance of a bench warrant. Johnson v. Crrty. ofKittitas, 103 Wn. App. 

212, 219, 11 P. 3d 862 ( 2000), see RCW10. 19. 140. A bail bond

company may demand a person' s surrender simply because it feels

insecure" about the defendant' s return to court. Irl. 

Inexplicably, the police slid not confirm that Mr. Smith had a

warrant, and without that confirmation, they police did not have reliable

information on which to arrest Mr. Smith. 

S



When the basis for an arrest is information provided by a citizen. 

there must be probable cause that this person' s allegations are reliable

and credible. Stale r,. Jackson, 102 Wn.2d 432, 437, 688 P. 2d 136

1984). Police must establish ( 1) that the informant has a factual basis for

his or her allegations, and ( 2) that the information is reliable and credible. 

The two prongs of the Aguilar --Spinelli test must be

independently satisfied to ensure the validity of the information

supplying probable cause to arrest someone upon the allegation of a

citizen. Jackson, 102 Wn. 2d at 437, Aguilar v. Teras, 378 U.S. 108, 84

S. Ct. 1509, 12 LEd.2d 723, ( 1964); Spiirelli 1'. United Statcs, 393 U. S. 

410, 89 S. Ct. 584, 21 L. Ed.2d 637 ( 1969). Without information about

one prong of the test, the police must use ' independent police

investigatory work that corroborates the tip to such an extent that it

supports the missing elements of the Aguilar -Spinelli test." Irl. at 438. 

No independent police investigation occurred prior to entering

the hotel room and arresting Mr. Smith. The police did not have any

basis to assess the reliability and credibility of the contractor seeking

Mr. Smith' s arrest. 

This Court should grant review because the Court of Appeals

opinion impermissibly lets the police rely on the allegation of an

9



unknown person who claims to be a bail bondsman, without requiring

any ve ritkation of the bondsman' s identity or the accuracy of the

information asserted by the bondsman, in violation of the Fourth

Amendment and article I, section 7. 

2. When the police understand that an accused person is

requesting an attorney, they are not free to disregard
that request and the courts are not free to construe the

request as inadequate when the officer understood its

purpose at the time. 

The right to counsel and the right to remain silent w11en accused

of criminal activity are bedrock protections guaranteed by the Fifth and

Sixth Amendments as well as article 1, sections 9 and 22 of the

Washington Constitution. Miranda v. ArLolla, 384 U. S. 436, 458, 466, 

86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L.Ed.2d 694 ( 1966). Custodial interrogation must be

preceded by advice that the defendant has the right to remain silent and

the right to the presence of an attorney during interrogation. Miranda, 

384 U.S. at 479. 

If an arrested person requests counsel, " tbe interrogation must

cease until an attorney is present." Miranda, 384 U. S. at 474. So long

as the accused has made " some statement that can reasonably be

construed to be an expression of a desire for the assistance of an

attorney," questioning must enol. Davis v. Liwed Stales, 512 U.S. 452.. 

10



459, 114 S. Ct. 2350, 129 L. Ed.2d 362 ( 1994). Law enforcement

officers may not resume intetTogation until counsel has been made

available. Eclivarcls v. Ari_ona, 451 U. S. 477, 484- 85, 101 S. Ct. 1880, 

68 L.Ed.2d 378 ( 1981). This is a " rigid rule" protecting an " undisputed

right." Jd. at 485. 

To invoke the right to counsel during custodial questioning, the

suspect' s request nnlst be unequivocal. State r. Nvsla, 168 Wn, App. 

30, 41, 275 P. 3cl 1. 162, 1 168 ( 201.2), rein. denied, 177 Wn.2d 1008

2013) ( quoting Davis, 512 U. S. at 459). This means that " the suspect

must articulate his desire to have counsel present sufficiently clearly

that a reasonable police officer in the circumstances would understand

the statement to be a request for an attort] ey." ICI. 

Mr. Smith said " attorney"' as the officer read hitn Allirancla

rights. The officer assumed Mr. Smith meant lie wanted to speak with

an attorney. 2RP 75. But the officer did not contact an attorney, cease

questioning, or ask Mr. Smith whether he wanted a lawyer, because he

wanted to read all of the warnings. 2RP 75- 76. But once finished, he

ignored Mr. Smith' s request for counsel and began questioning Mr. 

Smith. Irl. 



The police officer understood Mr. Smith' s mention of "attorney' 

during the reading of Miranda rights as a request for a lawyer but

impermissibly ignored this request and instead persisted with his

interrogation. Nys/ a, 168 Wn. App. at 41- 42. By pressing forward with

the iWiranda warnings and ignoring the request for counsel, the officer

signaled to Mr. Smith that he would not be provided with counsel

before he was expected to answer questions. The officer was not free to

continue his interrogation or press Mr. Smith to change his mind. 

Instead, he was required to cease questioning until an attorney was

present. Edi, ,,aids. 451 U.S. at 454- 85. This Court should 'grant review

based on the constitutional violations. 

3. The pattern instruction for identity theft permits the jury
to convict an accomplice based on the impermissible

finding of "any crime." 

To be convicted as an accomplice, the prosecution must prove

the accUsed person knowingly aided the specific crime charged, not any

crime. RCW 9A.08. 020. Slate v. Roberts, 142 Wn.2d 471, 14 P. 3d 713

2001); Stale v. Cronin, 142 Wn.2d 568, 579, 14 P. 3d 752 ( 2001).; U. S. 

const. amend. 14; Wash. Const. art. 1. ti§ 21, 22. As the United States

Supreme Court recently described this longstanding common law

principle of accomplice liability, a person is liable " for aiding and

12



abetting a crime if (anti only 11) lie ( 1) takes an affirmative act in

furtherance of that offense, ( 2) with the intent of facilitating the

ottcnse' s commission." Rosemond v. United States, U. S. , 134 S. Ct. 

1240, 1245, 188 L.Ld. 2d 248 ( 2014) ( citing 2 W. LaFave, Substantive

Criminal Law 5 13. 2, p. 337 ( 2003)). 

The court instructed the jury that to convict Mr. Smith of

identity theft in the second degree, the prosecution must Drove " the

defendant or an accomplice" knowingly obtained, possessed, used, or

transferred a means of identification belonging to a specified person, 

and " the defendant or an accomplice acted with the intent to commit or

aid or abet ciny cringe." CP 214 ( emphasis added). 

Yet the governing law regarding complicity requires that the

accused person knowingly aids in a particular crime. Robcas, 142

Wn.2d at 512: see, e. g., Rosemonci, 134 S. Ct. at 1248 (" An intent to

advance some different or lesser offense is not, or at least not usually, 

sufficient [ for accomplice liability]. Instead, the intent must go to the

specific and entire crime charged."), Stale v. Brown, 147 Wn.2d 330, 

338, 58 P. 3d 889 ( 2002) (" It is a misstatement of the law to instruct a

13



jury that a person is an accomplice if he or she acts with knowledge that

his or her actions will promote an_t• crime." ( emphasis in {original)), 

The Court of Appeals found no manifest error in giving a_jury

instruction that misrepresents accomplice liability, eontrm-v to Roberts, 

142 Wn. 2d at 500- 01. This Court should grant review clue to the

established constitutional impropriety of having the jury consider

accomplice liability based on a connection to " any crime." 

4. The Court of Appeals opinion is contrary to this Court' s
ruling in Johnson and Division One' s decision in Hayes
explaining that the essential elements of leading
organized crime apply only to the leader. This Court
should grant review to clarify the essential elements of
leading organized crinie. 

As this Court said in John -yon and Division One held in Hayes, 

leading organized crime punishes the leader and not the accomplice, 

and therefore the jury may not base its conviction on accomplice

liability. State v. Halves, 164 Wn.App. 459, 469- 70, 262 P. 3d 538

2011); see State v. fohnsoii, 124 Wn. 2d 57, 71, 873 P. 2d 514 ( 1994) 

It is clear that the statute is intended to apply to persons who ` lead' 

organized cringe, rather than to all persons in a group who commit

a

The to -convict instaictiofis for all 18 charges for identity theft in the
second degz ee are identical; varying only in the name of the person whose
identifying infonnation w -,is obtained. CP 217- 32 ( lnstruetions 21- 35). 

14



crimes."). The court' s instructions misled the jury and directed them

that they could convict Mr. Smith of leading organized crime without

finding he was the leader and the Court of Appeals found no error. Slip

op. at 13- 14. 

The jury may rest on accomplice liability anytime it receives the

c,eneral instruction defining accomplice liability, even "[ w]hern a ` to

convict' instructioll only refers to the conduct of the ' defendant,' and

not to the conduct of the `defendant or an accomplice. "' State v. Tcal, 

1. 52 Wn.2d 333, 338- 39, 96 P. 3d 974 ( 2004). The jury reads " the jury

instmctions as a whole," and sloes not need to be expressly told to

consider accomplice liability. Id. 

The " conduct criminalized" by leading organized crime " is the

conduct of the leader." Hares, 164 Wn.App. at 470. To convict the

defendant, the jury must find " a hierarchy in which the defendant is at

the apex and three or more other persons are below." Id, 

The court' s instructions did not make this distinction manifestly

apparent to the average jtn•or, as required. State v. LeFaber, 128 Wn.2d

896, 902. 913 P. 2d 369 ( 1996). Instead, they misled the jury and

implied that accomplice liability was available to convict. The Court' s

failure to make the essential elements of a crime manifestly apparent is

15



an error of constitutional magnitude that may be raised the first time On

appeal. State v. Davis, 141 Wn.2d 798, 566, 10 P. 3d 977 ( 2000). 

The couit' s instructions control the jury' s understanding of the

law. The prosecutor' s clositig argument urged the jury to convict Mr. 

Smith of leading organized crime based on his acts, but the prosecutor' s

argument is not legal instruction that binds the jury. State 1°. Kier, 164

Wn.2d 795, 513, 194 P.3d 212 ( 200<5). On the contrary, the ju y is told

that it " must disregard" any argument not supported by the court' s

instructions. CP 197, 

The Court of Appeals only viewed the instructions in isolation, 

even though the jury is expected to view the instructions as a whole. 

Slip op. at 13. This Court should grant review because the pattern

instructions lend themselves to erroneous, confusing explanations of the

law for the particular requirei-nents of leading organized crime. The

instructions did not inake manifestly apparent the necessity of basing

the verdict solely upon Mr. Smith' s own actions. and in any leading

organized crime prosecution there will be other actors too. Substantial

public interest favors review. 

16



5. The Court of Appeals impermissibly refused to require a
Unanimous jury verdict demoustratina the State proved
the essential elements of leading organized crime. 

The State failed to prove the essential elements of leading

organized crime happened within the chargingr period and the court did

not require the Jurors to unanimously agree on the essential elements of

the offense, as required by the Fourteenth Amendment and article I, 

sections 3, 21, 22. In re TEinship, 397 U. S. 358, 364, 90 S. Ct. 1068, 25

L. Ed. 2d 368 ( 1970); State v. Badda, 63 Wn. 2d 176, 183, 385 P. 2d

859 ( 1963) ( " In a criminal case we must be certain that the verdict is

unanimous."} 

When the prosecution presents evidence of several acts which

could foriii the basis of one charged count, it must either tell the jury

which act to rely on in its deliberations or the court must instruct the

jury to agree on a specified criminal act. State v. Kitchen, 110 Wn.2d

403, 409, 756 P.2d 105 ( 1988) ( citing State r,. Petrrch, 101 Wn.2d 566, 

569, 683 P. 2d 173 ( 1984)). By requiring a unanimous verdict Cor one

criminal act, the court protects a criminal defendant' s right to a

unanimous verdict based on an act proved beyond a reasonable doubt. 

State r. Colcinan, 159 Wn. 2d 509, 511- 12, 150 P. 3d 1126 ( 2007). 

17



If the State elects a cel-tairt act, the pattern July instructions

direct how the prosecution explain its election. 1 I Wash. Prac., Pattern

Jury Instr. Crim., WPIC 4. 26 ( 3d Ed 2014). The instruction informs the

jury that the prosecution is relying upon certain evidence of a single act

to constitute the essential elements and tells the _jury that to convict the

def"endant, they " must unanimously agree that this specific act was

proved." Id. Otherwise, the court must give a Petrich instruction, 

informing the jury that " one particular act ... must be proved beyond a

reasonable doubt, and you must unanimously agree as to which act has

been proved." WPIC 4. 25. 

The court did not give either the unanimity or election

instructions, WIC 4.25 or 4.26. It did not tell the jury that the

prosecution was relying upon specific allegations to prove leading

organized crime. It did not tell the jarors that it needed to agree on the

three or more persons Mr. Smith purportedly directed or agree on his

intent to engage in at least three separate acts ofGrin -Lina] profiteering. 

ro- convict Mr. Smith of leading 01-ganiZed crime, the State

needed to prove he intentionally managed " three or more persons" and

acted " with the intent to engage in a pattern of criminal profiteering

activity," defined as " at least three acts" that were: ( l) corrrrnittcd for

1 



financial gain, ( 2) constituted either forgery or identity theft, and ( 3) 

these acts that the same or similar intent, results, accomplices, 

principals, victims, or methods of commission, or were otherwise

interrelated by distinguishing characteristics." CP 249- 50. 

The jury heard allegations about various acts but none

specifically during the char`,ing period of September 29 to Novernber

25, 2012. CP 187, 250. The, key witnesses, Ms. Stetson -Hayden, Ms. 

Turner, and Ms. Carlson. were arrested by September 24 or 25, 2011

and they did not describe acts after these arrests, yet this was a critical

element as charged. CP 250; 5RP 391; 6RP 489. The Court of Appeals

ignored this deficient proof. 

Also, more than three people were allegedly involved in the

acts: Ms. Stetson -Hayden, Ms. Turner, Ms. Carlson, KLja, and Katrina! 

7RP 607. 621. Ms. Stetson -Hayden clarified that it was not a business

but " a bunch of people showing up on their own," in a " haphazard and

disorganized" way. 7RP 623. 

At the, least, generalized testimony requires a PLtrich instruction

to address the necessary n7ultiple acts and actors. State v. Hayes, 81

Kaja and Kristina did not testify and their lest names were not
mcntioled by witnesses. 

I9



Wii.App. 425, 430 31, 914 P. 2d 788 ( 1996). The trial court did not tell

the jury to be Unanimous as to which acts were proved. Irl. at 431. And

the State did not prove sufficient acts by the requisite actors occurred

within the charging period. 

This Court should grant review because: leading organized cringe

is charged with increasing frequency but no case law explains how the

jury must consider the multiple elements among various people, 

without treating the leader as an accomplice. Review is further needed

to protect the constitutional rights to d ue process Ind a unanimous jury. 

F. CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Petitioner Randall Smith respectfully

requests that review be ranted pursuant to RAP 13. 4( b). 

DATBD this 2`
1

day of June 2016. 

ResIlectfully submitted, 

NANCY P. COLLINS ( WSBA 24806) 

Washington Appellate Project ( 91052) 

Attorneys for Petitioner

206) 587- 2711

nancy@ washapp.org
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UNPUBLISHED OPINION

Sul"T' On, J. — Randall Smith appeals his convictions for 23 charges relating to an identity

theft operation and the sentence for his second degree identity theft convictions. We hold that

1) the trial court did not ere in denying Smith' s motion to stzPPress physical evidence that police

officers seized from the hotel rooms, ( 2) the trial court dict not err in admitting Smith' s post -arrest

statements even though he said the t-vord " attorney' when officers advised him of his .41 irancict

rights, ( 3) the jury instructions on leading organized crime and accomplice liability were not

erroneous, ( 4) Smith was not denied the right to a unanimous verdict on his lcadin6 organized

crime conviction, and ( 5) Smith' s assertions in his statement of additional grounds ( SAG) have no

merit. Hotivcvcr, Nve hold that Smith' s sentences for the second degree identity theft convictions

exceed the statutory maximum. Thus. we affirin Smith' s convictions but remand for the

sentencing court to resentence Smith not to exceed the statutory maximum under RCW 9A. 20. 021

on the second degree identity theft convictions. 
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PACTS

Smith sold merchandise that fie had purchased fraudulently using stolen identities and he

hired several worrien to « ork for him as " associates.- The women characterized Smith as their

boss." statitag that he 4gave orders for the women to carry out. The women opened bank accounts, 

deposited fraudulent checks that Snaith created into those accounts, and then withdrew as much

money from the accounts as the bank would allow. They also cashed fraudulent payroll checks at

check cashing places" and gave the money to Smith. C Verbatim Report of Proceedings ( VRP) 

at 492. Smith directed them to purchase specific items at certain stores with fraudulent checks and

credit cards so that lie could sell these items to third parties. The women went shopping " every

day' and also participated in ` scraping- credit cards of their numbers and demagnetizing thetas. 

5 VRP at 398: 7 VRP at 600. 

Bail agents David Chadwick and Joseph Kaufman had a contract to arrest Smith after lie

failed to appear in court in King County. The bail agents received information that Snaith was

staying at a hotel in Tacoma, confirmed the existence of the arrest warrant, and alerted the Tacoma

Police Department as required under RCW 18. 185. 300( 1)( a) -( b) that they iverc going to go to the

hotel to arrest Snaith. At the hotel, the staff confirmed that Smith was staying in the hotel, that he

obtained hotel rooms with a stolen credit card, and that lie registered for the rooms under a different

name. The agents catered one of Smith' s rooms with a key provided by the hotel and apprehended

him inside the room. 

Inside the room, the bail agents observed in plain view a large amount of credit cards, 

computers, and shopping bags. They did not search the items and called the Tacoma Police

Department to investigate. Officer ,Tared Tiffany and two other officers responded. Upon arrival
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Lit the hotel, Officer Tiffany spoke with Kaulinan in the parking iot and Kaufman told him that

they had received information earlier- in the day that Smith was staying at the hotel, that Smith had

an outstanding felony iz, arrant for his arrest,' that Smith checked into the hotel with a fake driver' s

license, and that Kaufman had observed certain items in the room. When Officer Tiffany entered

the room lie saw " bins.. computers, shopping bags. stacks of checks, mail, office supplies, and a

box ... that contained numerous credit cards." Cleric' s Papers ( CP) at 329. Officer Tiffany did

not personally confirm the existence of the arrest warrant and he could not recall whether dispatch

or someone else did. 

When the bail agents entered the hotel room, a woman who worked With Smith was also

present and she admitted that the merchandise in the room was stolen and that Snlith Would forge

checks and have friends cash those checks. The officers removed Smith and the woman from the

room and, after obtaining a search warrant, Officer Tiffany and the other officers searched the

hotel room. 

Officer Tiffany tools custody of Smith and began reading hire Mrrar7cic12 warnings. Before

he could finish, Smith blurted out the word, " Attorney.' CP at 323. Officer Tiffany completed

reading the Mrrenida warnings and asked Smith whether lie wished to answer questions voluntarily, 

Siniith answered, " Some questions." CP at 323. Smith refused to give Officer Tiffany his name, 

but answered subsequent questions regarding the hotel rooms and stated that the woman was his

girlfriend. Smith stated that lie and the woman had checked into the hotel earlier in the week, 

The complaint for a search warrant stated that Smith was reported to have two outstanding
felony warrants for his arrest. 

2 Mir-rrrlda i,. Ar i.sorra. 384 U. S. 436, 479, 86 S. Ct. 1602, 16 L. Ed. 2d 694 ( 1966). 
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rented rive rooms. and allowed several of his friends to stay in the other rooins. Smith later

initiated a conversation with another officer and made statements about hvo vehicles that were

being impounded pending a starch warrant, insisting that they were his. 

Officers obtained a search walTant for the Motel rooms and recovered numerous credit cards

both new and altered, credit card numbers, a credit card embosser, voided, blank, and Versa

checks,' financial documents, social security numbers, birth and death certificates, blank W- 2

forms, altered treasury bonds and applications for various payment instruments. The officers also

recovered a firearm. in one of the hotel rooms. 

The State charged Smith with 18 counts of second degree identity theft, and one count each

of first degree identity theft, unlawful possession of a firearm, unlawful possession of a personal

identification device, unlawful possession of payment instruments, and lcading organized crime.4

The trial court denied Smith' s motions to suppress the evidence found in the hotel rooms and his

post -arrest staten3ents. The trial court dismissed the State' s charge of first degree identity theft

after the State rested its case -in -chief. The jury found Smith guilty on all other charges except for

the unlawful possession of a firearm chare. Smith appeals his convictions and his sentences foi- 1

second degree identity theft. 

A Versa check is a blank check onto which a person can print identifying information, including
the account and routin,- number from the bank, d VRP at 221--222. 

4 The Stale also charged Smith with one count of unlawful possession of a stolen vehicle and

alleged that lie was armed with a firearm during the unlawful possession of a personal
identification device and leading organized crime, but the jury did not find Sinith guilty of that
charge nor did they find that he was armed. 

4
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ANALYSIS

I. MOTION TO St1PPRF.SS UVIDF.NC'L AND STATEMENTS

We review a trial court' s rulings on a motion to suppress to determine whether substantial

evidence supports the trial court' s findings of fact and whether the findings of fact support the trial

courts conclusions of ]aw, Nvhich we review de novo. Siegle v. Russell, 180 Wn. 2d 860, 866- 67, 

330 P. 3d 151 ( 2014). Substantial evidence is evidence that is sufficient to persuade a 'fair-minded

person of the truth of the stated premise. Raissell, 180 Wn. 2d at 866- 67. Unchallenged findings

of fact are \, critics on appeal. Slate v. I10717a77, 181 Wn.2d 102, 106, 330 P. 3d 182 ( 2014). We

review a conclusion of law that is mislabeled a funding of fact as a conclusion of law. VVillcner v. 

Sireeting, 107 Wm2d 388, 394, 730 P. 2d 45 ( 1986). 

A. Tt1E HOTEL Room SEARCH

Smith argues that the trial court erred in denying his motion to suppress because the officers

failed to confirm the validity of the arrest warrant prior to entry into the hotel room, they lacked

probable cause.' We hold that the entry was lawful and thus. the officers' search warrant

subsequently obtained based on their plain view observations was also lawful. 

5
The State argues that Smith lacks standing to challenge the search, but we disagree. To have

automatic standing, the defendant must meet a two- part test: ( 1) possession is an essential element

of the offense of which he ar she is charged and ( 2) he or she was in possession of the contraband

at the time of the contested search or seizure, State v. F,vans, t59 Wn.2d 402, 407, 150 P. 3d 105

2007). Smith meets these two elements, as unlawful possession of a firearm, unlawful possession

of a personal identification device, and unlawful possession of payment instruments include an

element of possession, and officers found those items in the hotel rooms with Smith. Further, a

defendant does not lose automatic standing to challenge a search when Ire "` could not technically

have a privacy interest in such property."' Evans, 159 Wn.2d at 406- 07 ( emphasis added) ( quoting
Statc v. Sinipsoij, 95 Wn.2d 170, 175, 622 P. 2d 1199 ( 1980) ( defendant did not lack standing to
object to search of a briefcase that lie clainned belonged to another person). 

5
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The United States and Washington Constitutions protect against unreasonable searches and

seizures. U. S. CONs-r. amend. IV; W,aSH. CONST art. I, § 7. hi order to lawfully enter a dwelling

to serve an arrest warrant, an officer must have probable cause to believe that the person to be

arrested resides in the dwelling and is inside the dwelling at the time of entry. Stale v. llatclrie, 

133 Wn. App, 100, 113- 114, 135 P. 3d 519 ( 2006). 

Smith sloes not dispute that a valid warrant for his arrest actually existed. Instead, he argues

that the police officers lacked probable cause to enter the hotel room basal on the bail agents

representation that an arrest warrant existed for Smith because the bail agents were not reliable

informants under the 4gidiaj-/Spine11i' test, and the officers did not confirm the validity of the

arrest warrants. We disagree and hold that the bail agents were reliable citizen inforn3ants under

Agrrlar/ Spinelli, that the police officers had probable cause to enter the hotel room, and that the

evidence obtained within the hotel rooms was admissible. 

Washington applies the Agrrilar/Spinelli test to determine whether information provided by

an informant establishes probable cause to issue a search warrant and requires that the informant

have a basis of knowledge and be reliable. State v. Barrer, 98 Wn. App. 870, 874- 75, 991 P. 2d

668 ( 2000) ( citing State v. Jackson, 102 Wn.2d 432, 436- 37, 440, 658 P. 2d 136 ( 1984)). Both

prongs of the Agudw-l.Spinelli test must be satisfied to establish probable cause. Barrer-, 98 Wn. 

App. at 875 ( citing State v. Smith, 110 Wn2d 658, 664, 756 P. 2d 722 ( 1958)). If an informant7s

tip fails under either prong, there is a lack of probable cause unless independent police

Aguilar v. 1'exas, 378 U. S. 108, 114, 84 S. Ct. 1509, 12 L. Ed. 2d 723 ( 1964); Spinelli v. United

States, 393 U. S. 410; 415-- 16. 89 S. Ct. 584, 21 L. Ed, 2d 637 ( 1969). Both Aguilar and Spinelli

were abrogated by Illinois v. Gatcs, 462 U. S. 213, 103 S. Ct. 2317, 76 L. Ed. 2d 527 ( 1983), but

adlicred to by State v, Jackson, 102 Wn.2d 432, 688 P. 2d 136 ( 1984). 

6
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investigation corroborates the tip to sucli an extent that it supports the missing elements of the test. 

Barrer, 98 Wn. App. at 875 ( citing Jacksmi, 102 Wn.?d at 438). 

The Lnowledge prong is satisfied if the informant has personal k-nowledge of the asserted

facts. Bcrrrcr, 98 Wn. Alp. at 875 ( citing Jackson, 102 Wn.2d at 437- 38). To establish the

reliability of a citizen lnfcrmant, tllc police must — interview the informant and ascertain such

background facts as would support a reasonable inference that lie is prudcnt or credible, and

without motive to falsify." Rancr, 98 \ Vn. App. at 876 ( internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting

Statc i,. Chatmon, 9 Wn, App. 741, 748, 515 P. 2d 530 ( 1973)). 

Kaulhaan had personal knowledge that there was a valid arrest warrant and that Smith was

in the hotel room. Additionally, Officer Tiffany spoke with Kaulinan in the parking lot and

obtained information that Kaufinan had a contract to arrest Smith after his failure to appear, that

he had. received information that Smith was staying in the hotel_ and that he had an outstanding

felony warrant. This information together with Kaufman` s credentials as a bail agent are suffiCient

to establish that 17e was credible and slid not have reason to falsify the information. 7

Srnitli argues that the trial court' s conclusion of laws 11 is not supported by substantial

evidence. The trial court stated as follows: 

That the Court finds that the officers lawfully entered [ the] hotel room [] 

that [ Sn-i th] had fraudulently tented. The officers spoke with the reporting party, 
one of the bail bond recovery agents, prior to entering the room. [ Smith] was

already under arrest when the officers entered the room. The valid an -est warrant
for [ Smith] provided [ the officers] with an independent basis to enter tltc hotel

7 Smith ackno« ledges that bail agents may effectuate --surrender'- of a person on a bail bond per
statute. Under RCW 18. 185. 700, before a bail agent may apprehend a person subject to a bail
bond in a planned forced entry, the bail agent must have " reasonable cause" to believe that the
defendant is inside the dwelling and " notify an appropriate law enforcement agency in tl) e local
jurisdietion in which the apprehension is expected to occur." 

7
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room. The officers were not required to independently confirm the warrant prior - 
to enterin<- the hotel room. 

CP at 33 1. To the extent that this conclusion of law was inislabeled because it is a finding of fact, 

It is supported by substantial evidence. The bail agents who apprehended Smith testified that they

had a contract with the bonding company to arrest Smith. They received information oft Smith' s

location and confirmed the esisteuce of the arrest v arr'ant for Smith' s far lure to appear. The agents

called the Tacoma Police Department to alert them that they would be serving the warrant at the

hotel. 

To the extent that conclusion of law II is a conclusion of later, the unchallenged findings of

fact support it. The bail agents follmved the procedures under RCW 14. 145. 300 for entering the

hotel where they had information Smith was residing. including confirming the warrant and

alerting the Tacoma Police Department. The agents apprehended Smith inside the room. The trial

court did not err in concluding that the entry was lawful. 

Smith does not cite any Washington authority that requires law enforcement to

independently confirm the existence of an arrest warrant when bail agents have done so and then

convey that information to the police following
statutory procedure. Although Smith is correct

that the bail agents are merely private citizens, not police officers, RCW 10. 19. 160 confers limited

authority on a bail agent to conduct apprehensions on arrest warrants for failure to appear. Smith

does not disagree that the bail agents had the authority to apprehend him or that they told the

officers about the arrest warrant. The fact that the trial court incorrectly stated that Smith was

arrested" by the bail agents in the hotel room when only police officers may " arrest" a person

S
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does not negate the validity of the trial court' s conclusion that the officers lawfully entered the

hotel room to take custody of Smith after the bail agents apprehended him. 

Therefore, because the officers were lawfiilly in the hotel room wvhen they observed

evidence of a crime in plain view, the search warTant obtained to search the roonn based on those

observations was proper- and the evidence obtained as a result of that warrant was admissible. State

v. Martinis, 184 Wn.2d 83. 90, 355 P. 3d 1111 ( 2015) ( valid search warrant requires affidavit

shoving probable cause, which exists when facts and circumstances are sufficient to establish a

reasonable inference that a person is involved In criminal activity and evidence of that criminal

activity can be found at the place to be searched). The trial court properly denied Smith' s motion

to suppress the physical evidence found in the hotel rooms. 

B. SNIFFERS POS STATEMENTS

Smith next argues that the trial court erred in denying his motion to suppress his post -arrest

statements because Officer Tiffany did not cease his questioning when Smith said, - attorney,' 

indicating he wished to speak with an attorney. Z VRP at 75- 76. We hold that because Smith

affirmatively agreed that he would answer " some" questions, lie did not unambiguously invoke his

right to an attorney and his post -Miranda statements were admissible. 2 VRP at 70. 

The United States and Washington Constitutions- uarantec the ric ht against self- 

incrimination. U.S. CONST. amend. V; WASH. CONST. art. 1, ` 3 9; State r. Urgfr, 165 Wri. 2d 95, 

100, 196 P. 3d 645 ( 2008). Before a suspect is subjected to custodial interrogation, a police officer

must inform the person that he or she has the right to remain silent, that anything he or she says

may be used in fugue prosecution, that he or she has the right to have an attorney present during

questioning, and if the person carinot afford an attorney, one will be provided before questioning. 

9
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State v. Piatnitsk.v. 180 Wn. 2d 407. 412. 325 P. 3d 167 ( 2014). A suspect' s Nvaiver Ofthcse rights

must be knowing, voluntary, and intelligent, and the State bears the burden to prove voluntariness

by a preponderance of the evidence. Piut7ritsk-Y, 180 Wn.2d at 412; Stag v. DeLeon, 185 Wn. App. 

171, 200, 341 P. 3d 315 ( 2014). 

If a suspect waives his or her Vircmda rights, a suspect may ask for an attorney at any time. 

Stine ),. Radeliffe, 164 Wn2d 900, 906, 194 P. 3d 250 ( 2008). If the suspect requests an attorney, 

all questioning must stop until he has an attorney or starts talking again on his own. Radcliffe, 164

Wn.2d at 906. To successfully involve the right to counsel, a suspect must do so

unambiguously.'" State v. AVsta, 168 Wn. App. 30, 41, 275 P. 3d 1162, 1168 ( 2012) ( quoting

Davis v. United States, 512 U.S. 452, 459, 114 S. Ct, 2350, 129 L. Ed. 2d 362 ( 1994). However, 

this invocation mLtst be unambiguous; it —must articulate his desire to have c.ounset present

sufficiently clearly that a reasonable police officer in the circumstances would understand the

statement to he a request for an attorney."' Atsta, 169 Wn. App. at 41 ( quoting Dal,is, 512 U.S. 

at 461). A statement is either an assertion of ones right to a lawyer or it is not--[ t] his is a bright - 

line inquir_y." Picrtnitsl,.T, 180 Wn. 2d at 413. Our inquiry is an objective one. Piutnitsl,_i 180

Wn.2d at 413. 

First, Officer Tiffany had not yet begun to question Smith N% lien lie " blurted out the word, 

Attorrlev.'" CP at 323. Thus, there Nvas not yet any questionin!, that Officer Tiffany was required

to cease at that point. After Off -icer Tiffany completed giving Smith his Afir•anda warning, Smith

did not object to answering questions or assert that lie wished to sneak with ail attorney. In fact, 

Smith affirmatively agreed that he would answ=er ` some " questions follo ing Officer Tiffany' s

complete reading of the .,Viranda warning. CP at 323. Thus, Smith did not unambiguously invoke

10
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his right to an attorney that would have required Officer Tiffany to cease questioning. Therefore, 

the trial court did not err in coilcIudintg that Smith' s post-Mii— rwda warning stateu7ents were

admissible. 

11. THE JURY INSTR[: CTIONS

Smith argues that the trial Court's jrEry instructions on second dc:, idcntitythcft, leading

organized cringe, and accornplice liability were erroneous. Because Smith did not challenge the

J ury instructions on second degree identity theft at trial, we decline to review this issue. As to the

jury instructions on leading organized crime and accomplice liability, we hold that the Jury Was

properly instructed. 

We review legal sufficiency ofjury instructions de novo. Stale v. 11"alker, 152 Wn.2d 463, 

481, 341 P. 3d 976 ( 2015), cert. denied, 135 S. Ct. 2544 ( 2015). Jury instructions are insufficient

if they relieve the State of its burden to prove every essential element of the charged crime, 11,W tier.. 

182 Wn.2d at 481. Jury instructions are sufficient when they allow each party to argue its theory

of the case, are not misleading, and properly inform the trier of fact ofthe applicable law when

read as a whole. State v. zl gime, 168 Wn.2d 350, 363- 64, 229 P. 3d 669 ( 2010). 

A. SI:[' oNn DF.GR1 F: ll) r: I rtY THEI 1

On appeal. Sniith challenges the trial court' s instruction on second degree identity theft. 

However, he did not object to this instruction at trial. 

Under RAP 2. 5( a) an error may not be raised for the first time on appeal unless the appellant

demonstrates that ( 1) the error is manifest and ( 2) the error is truly of constitutional dimension. 

State v. O' Hcn a, 167 Wn. 2d 91. 98, 217 P. 3d 756, 760 ( 2009). Instructional errors affecting a

defendant' s constitutional rights are manifest constitutional errors. O' Hara, 167 Wn.2d at 103. 
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Instructional errors not falling Nvithin the scope of RAP 2. 5( a) include the failure to define

individual terns. O'llrr -a, 167 Wn.2d at 103. Even where constitutional rights are involved, we

are precluded fronnn revieNving jury instructions when the defendant agreed to their wording. Stat(, 

1'. ' illiH- , 126 Wn. App. 75, 89, 107 P. 3d 141 ( 2005). 

Smith' s challenge to the second degree identity theft instruction is rased upon the specific

wording of the instruction, ,vhich he did not challenge in the trial court. Therefore we decline to

address this issue for the first time on appeal. 

B. LEADING ORGANIZED CRIME AND ACComPEICE LJARII 11- Y

As to the jury instructions on leading organized crime and accomplice liability, Smith

argues that the jury instruction did not clarify that the jury could not convict him for leading

organized crime- oln a theory of accomplice liability and cites State v, leen, 152 Wn.2d 333, 338- 

39, 96 P. 3d 974 ( 2004). 

A person conullits the crime of leading organized crime when he or she intentionally

organizes, manages, directs, supervises, or finances any three or more persons with the intent to

engage in a pattern of criminal profiteering activity. RCW 9A. 82. 060( 1)( a). A defendant may not

be convicted of leading organized crime as an accomplice. State 7l, Hen.,cs, 164 Wrn. App. 459, 

470, 262 P. 3d 538 ( 2011). 

The trial court' s jury instruction on leLiding organized crime provided as follows: 

To convict the defendant of the crime of leading organized crime as

charged, each of the following elements of the crime must be proved beyond a
reasonable doubt: 

1) That on or about the period between September 29, 2012 and November

25, 2012 the defcndant intentionally organized, managed, directed, supervised or
financed three or more persons; 

12
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2) That the dc1endaw acted with the intent to engage in apattern of criminal

profiteering activity; and

3) That any of these acts occurred in the State of Washington. 

If you find from the evidence that each of these elements has been proved

beyond a reasonable doubt, then it will be your duty to return a verdict of guilty. 

On the other hatrd, if. after weighing all of the evidence, you have a
reasonable doubt as to any one of tlhcse elements, then it will be your duty to return
a verdict of not guilty. 

CP at 250 ( emphasis added). 

Smith fails to identify any error in this jury instruction. There is no dispute that the trial

court' s to- convict, jury instruction on leading organized crime correctly stated the elements the jury

must find beyond a reasonable doubt. There also is no dispute that the trial court' s accomplice

liability jury insMiction accurately stated the law. Further, Smith did not request a jruy instruction

clarifying accomplice liability as applied to leading organized crime. Smith does not cite any

authority that the trial court' s failure to srrcr sp017te additionally instruct the jury on this issue is

error. 

Additionally, the State' s closing argument eliminated any possible coarfusion. The State

emphasized that the jury could not find Smith guilty of leading organized crime as an accomplice

because he was " either the leader or fie [ teas] not." 9 VIZP at 761. 

Teal does not affect our analysis. In Teal, our Supreme Court held that thejury could have

found the defendant guilty as an accomplice to first degree robbery, even though the to -convict

instruction did not include accomplice language, because the trial court also instructed the jury on

accomplice liability. 152 Wn.2d at 339. But that case did not involve whether it is error to give a

leading organized crime instruction and a general accomplice liability instruction without

clarifying that there can be no accomplice liability for leading organized crime. 

13
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Thus, because the instruction did not relieve the State of its burden to prove every essential

element of leading organized crime, allowed each party to argue its theory of the case, was not

misleading, and properly informed the jury of the applicable law when read as a whole with the

other instructions, the jury instructions on leading organized crime and accomplice liability were

not erroneous. 

III. RIGHT TO UNANIMOUS VERDICT ON LEADING ORGANIZED CRIME

Smith argues that he was denied the right to a unanimous verdict on the leading oi- anized

crime conviction because the State presented several acts that could have supported it, but the trial

court did not instruct the jury that it must unanimously agree on those acts. We hold that the trial

court properly instructed the jury that their verdict must be unanimous to find the defendant guilty

of criminal profiteering. 

To prove the offense of leading organized crime, the Statc must prove that the defendant

intentionally organized, managed, directed, supervised, or financed any three or more persons with

the intent to engage in a pattern of criminal profiteering activity. RCW 9A. 82.060( 1)( a). The trial

court' s jury instruction defined criminal profiteering activity as " at least three gets" that were

comniittcd for financial gain," " constituted the crime of for ery or identity theft." and " had the

same or similar intent, results, accomplices, principals, victims, or methods of commission, or

were otherwise interrelated by distinguishing characteristics." CP at 249. This jury instruction

correctly stated the statutory definition of criminal profiteering under RCW 9A. 82. 010( 12). s The

trial court also instructed the jury that its verdict must be unanimous. 

s RCW 9A.82. 0l 0( 12) states that criminal profiteering activity is: 

14
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By the plain Mcan.ing of RCW 9A. 82. 060. the _jury was required to find that Smith

intentionally or- anized ... umthree or more persons." " fhus, the jury need not have aoreed on

the individuals so long as each juror agreed that am three persons were involved. Likewise, the

jury instruction defining criminal profiteering as - three acts" committed for financial gaiiz does

not produce a criminal act that is divisible into individual violations of the crime requiring an

additional unanimity instruction. The " three acts'- requirement is provided by the definitional

section of the statute. Definition sections do not " add to the criminal staurte." StdtC r'. Stroh,,, 

75 Wn. App. 301, 309, 879 P. 2d. 962 ( 1994). For a conviction for leading organized crime, the

definition statute ' sets out the different ways the crime can be committed." State i% Alhwsoli, 120

Wn. App. 103, 107, 83 P. 3d 1057 ( 2004) ( citing RCW 9A. 82. 060). 

There is no requirement in RCW 9A. 82. 060 that the same three persons be involved in the

same three crimes. Accordingly, we ] told that Smith was not denied the right to a unanimous

verdict on the leading organized crime conviction. 

IV. S\ lllTl l' S SE-NTLVC'E tOR SL( -'OND DLGRLE IDENTIT)' TI-ILET

Smith argues that the trial court imposed a sentence that exceeded the statutory maximum

for second degree identity theft. The State concedes this error. We agree and remand for the

E] ngaging in at least three acts of criminal profiteering .... In order to constitute

a pattern., the three acts must have the same or similar intent, results, accomplices, 

principals, victims, or methods of commission. or be otherwise interrelated by
distinguishing characteristics including a nexus to the same enterprise, and must
not be isolated events. 
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sentencing court to resentence Smith not to exceed the statutory maximum under RCW 9:. 20. 021

on the second degree identity theft convictions. 

A trial court may not impose a sentence of confinement and community custody that, when

combined, exceeds the statutory maximum for the offense. State u. Bo.Yd, 174 Wn.2d 470, 472, 

275 P. 3d 321 ( 2012). Remand is required when a total sentence of confinement and community

custody exceeds the statutory rrhrxinuun. Bold, 174 Wn.2d at 473. A conviction for second degree

identity theft, a class C felony, carries a statutory maximum sentence of five years. RCW

9. 35. 020( 3), 9A.20. 021( c). 

The trial court sentenced Smith to 57 months of confinement and 12 months of community

custody for cac}r conviction of second degree identity theft. This sentence exceeds the statutory

maximum for the offense by nine months. Thus, we remand the sentencing court to resentence

Smith not to exceed the statutory maxinium under RCW 9A.20, 02 Ion the second degrec identify

theft convictions. 

V. STATEMENT OF ADD[ TION.u- GROUNDS ( SAG) 

A. PRIOR NoTiFl(' ATiON of RFVOC'ATIo\ of RICjH r -ro Possrss FiRI:AlZM

Smith argues that his conviction for wilawAil possession of a firearm must be reversed

because the record does not contain proof that he was notified that lie could not possess a firearm

after a previous conviction. Waren the State sought a stipulation regarding his predicate offense, 

Smith raised the issue of whether he was notified that he could not possess a firearm but later

Under RCW 9A.20.021( c). the maximum sentence [ or a class C felony is confinement in a state
correctional institution for five years, or by a tine in an amount fixed by the court of ten thousand
dollars, or by both such confinement and fine. 
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agreed to the stipulation and the trial court presented it to the jury. "' Thus, because Smith a n-eed

to the stipulation. lie fails to establish that lie was not properly notified that lie could not possess a

fr rearlil. 

B. SUFFIC[ EN'CY OF THE EVIDENCE

Smith next argues that the State presented insufficient evidence for the jury to find pini

guilty ofleading organized crime, all 18 counts of second degree identity theft, unlawful

possession of a personal identification device, and unlawful possession of payment instruments. 

Due process requires the State to prove every clement of the charged cringes beyond a

reasonable doubt. State v. Kalebmil h, 183 Wn.?d 578. 584, 355 P. 3d 253 ( 2015). We review

sufficiency of evidence claims for whether, when viewing the evidence in the light most favorable

to the State, any rational trier of fact could have found the essential elements of the charged crime

beyond a reasonable doubt. State i% Homan, 181 Wn.2d at 105. In a challenge to the sufficiency

of the evidence, the defendant admits the truth of the State' s evidence and all reasonable inferences

that can be drawn from it. Homan, IS 1 Wn2d at 106. 

1, Leading Organized Crime

Smith argues that the State presented insufficient evidence of the criminal profiteering

element of leading organized crime. We disagree. 

10 The stipulation read that " beyond a reasonable doubt ISniithj has previously been convicted of
a serious felony offense." 8 VRP Lit 717. 
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A person commits the offense of leading organized crime when he or she intentionally

organizes. manages, directs. supervises, or finances anv three persons - with the iotent to engage

in a pattern of criminal profiteering€€ activity." RCW 9A.82. 060( 1)( a). 

At least three woven testified that Smith was the " boss.- the " head of the household," or

was " in char -c" of the operation. 5 VRP 395, 402. 419; 6 VRP at 499; 7 VRP at 622; S VRP at

695. They further testified that Smith would give them shopping lists to buy items and that Smith

would sell thein to third parties. They Nvent shopping - every day" and used checks that Smith gave

them. 7 VRP at 600- 01. In the hotel room, officers found identifications from people who did not

give Smith pei€nission to have thein. 

Taken in the light most favorable to the State, we hold that a rational trier of fact could

have found that Smith organized three people with the intent to commit identity theft on at least

three occasions. 

2. Other Convictions — Intent and Possession Elements

Smith au - ties that his convictions for second de - fee identity theft, unlawful possession of

a personal identification device, and unlawful possession ofpayrnent inStrtuuents must be reversed

because the State failed to prove the intent and possession elcmen.ts of the crimes. We disa0ree. 

A person commits second degree identity theft by knowingly obtaining, possessing, using. 

or transferring identification or financial information of another person with the intent to comil-lit

or aid any crime. RCW 9. 35. 020(] ). Likewise, the crimes of unlawful possession ol' a personal

identification device and unlawful possession of paynnent instruments also require the State to

Criminal profiteering" is defined as any act. including any Inticipatory or completed offense, 
committed for financial gain. RCW 9A. S2. 010( 4). 
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prove that the person possessed the device or payment instrument with the intent to use the device

Ol' payment instrument to deprive anotlier person Of the payment 1tlstrunlcIlt O]' to commit theft, 

forgery, or identity theft. "
I

RCW 9A.56. 320( 2)-( 3). 

Intent to commit a crime may be inferred "' if the defendant' s conduct and surrounding

litcts and circumstances plainly indicate such an intent as a matter of logical probability."' Stale

v. Vasgae , L78 Wn.2d 1, 8, 309 P. 3d 318 ( 2013) ( quoting, S'/ ale v. fVoocds, 63 Wn. App. 588. 591, 

821 P. 2d 1235 ( 1991)). For crimes that require proof of both possession and intent. mere

possession does not pet -mit an inference of intent. 178 Wn.2d at 8, 12 ( in forgery cases

NN-licre the State proved intent to defraud. the defendants " actually demonstrated intent to pass off

their forged documents as authentic"') 

The officers recovered nUII1e_rous devices and papers related to identity theft— credit cards

and credit card numbers,. Versa checks, social security numbers, a credit card embosser, printers, 

and applications for credit cards from the hotel room in which Smith was arrested. As explained

above, the women testified as to hox, the operation worked and Smith' s role in givin,, them checks, 

telling them what to buy, and then selling those items. Tllis testin-lony distinguishes this case from

l ascpte_, where — unexplained possession or a 11orged illstrunlent did not constitute sufficient

RCW 9A.56.320( 2)-( 3) provides in relevant part. " A person is guilty of unlawful possession of
payment instruments if he or she possesses two or More checks of other payment lnstrulnents . . . 

i] n the name of a person or entity [ or a fictitious person or entity] ... Without the permission of

the person or entity to possess such payment instrument, and with intent either to deprive the
person of possession of such payment instrument or to colnnlit theft, forgery, or identity theft

A person is guilty of unlawful possession of a personal identification device if the person
possesses a personal identification device with intent to use such device to commit theft, forgery_. 
or identity theft..' 
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evidence of intent. 17asque-, 178 Wn-2d at 13 ( quoting Stutc v. d' cr, cfue,7, 166 dun. App. 50, 53, 

269 P. 3d 370 ( 2012), ivivlsed by 178 Wii.2d 1). 

Therefore, we hold that a rational trier of fact could have concluded that the State proved

beyond a reasonable doubt Smitli' s possession and intent to use the identities, personal

identification device, and payment instrument for the purpose of identity theft or forgery. 

C. CONFRONTATION CLAI Y

Smith argues that his right to confront witnesses was violated because several victims

named in the charges 1'ar second degree identity theft did not testify. We disagree. 

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that -'[ i] n all criminal

prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the right ... to be confronted with the witnesses against

liinl.- Under the confrontation clause, out-of-court testimonial statements by witnesses are marred

unless the declarant is unavailable and the defendant had a prior opportunity to cross- examine the

witnesses. 0-cnilhi-d v. ff'ash., 541 U.S. 36, 54- 56, 124 S. Ct. 1354. 158 L. Ed. 2d 177 ( 2004). 

We review alleged violations of the Sixth Amendment' s confrontation clause de novo. State v. 

O' Cain. 169 Wri. App. 225, 234 n. 4, 279 P. 3d 926 ( 2012) 

This claim fails because Smith does not and cannot identify any testimonial statements

relayed by other witnesses through these named victims. The tact that these victims did not testify

does not trigger any confrontation clause violations. 
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D. TUDICIAI. 131AS

Smith agues that the trial court was biased against him, requiring reversal. We disagree. 

We presume that the trial court dischart, es its duties without Bias or prejudice against a

party. In re Pcrs. Restraint of Davis, 152 Wn.2d 647, 692. 101 P. 3d 1 ( 2004). To overcome that

presumption, a party must provide " specific facts establishing bias." Dania, 152 Wii.2d at 692. 

Judicial rutin<,s alone almost never constitute a valid shoiving of bias.' Davis, 152 Wn. 2d at 692. 

Smith fails to raise any specific facts that demonstrate the trial count was biased against

him and recites only procedural facts wherein the trial court ruled against his motions or did not

do as he wished. These facts do not establish actual bias or apparent bids. 

E. 1N EFFECTIVE Ass 1STANCF OF COL' NSFl- 

Smith argues that his tt' i it counsel was ineffective in five ways: ( 1) failint, €o brim; a motion

to suppress under our state constitution, ( 2) not addressin- automatic standing on the motion to

suppress, ( 3) failing to object to Smith' s convictions for counts pertaining to witnesses who did

not testify, (4) failing to argue that the State did not prove the charged elements ofthe crime beyond

a reasonable doubt, and ( 5) not understanding identity theft statutes by arguing that a business is

not a person, resulting in all additional jury instructiotl. l' We disagree. 

Smith also argues that his counsel was ineffective by bringing arguments not supported by
atrthoritics and that defense counsel was unprepared in arbunients and lacked knowledge in the

areas of law for which Smith was charged. Smith does not identify the nature and occurrence of
these alleged errors. RAP 10, 1 O( c). Thus, these assertions of error are too vague to allow us to

identify them and we decline to reach them. 
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Under the United States and Washington Constitutions, a criminal defendant has the right

to effective assistance of counsel. State v. Jones, 183 W'n,2d 327, 339, 352 P. 3d 776 ( 2015). To

prevail on a claim that trial counsel was ineffective, the defendant has the burden to establish

1) that counsel' s representation was deficient by falling below an objective standard of

reasonableness and ( 2) a reasonable probability that the result of the Proceeding Would have been

different if counsel had been effective. Jones, 183 Wn.2d at 339. 

Our review of an attorney' s performance is - highly deferential.' Staic v. Humphries, 1 S i

Wn.2d 705, 720, 336 P. 3d It 21 ( 2014). If trial counsel' s conduct may he considered a legitimate

trial tactic, his or her performance is not deficient. Hrrruphries, 181 Wn.2d at 720. To overcome

our presumption that trial counsel' s performance is reasonable, a defendant bears the burden to

establish the absence of a legitimate trial tactic that explains trial counsel' s performance. State v. 

Hamilton, 179 Wn. App. 870, 579- 80, 320 P. 3d 142 ( 2014). Vire review the reasonableness of

counsel' s performance by considering all the circumstances surrounding counsel' s trial decisions. 

Hamilton, 179 Wn. App. at 879. 

First, While defense counsel chd not submit a iA' ritten motion to suppress evidence, Smith

did, and defense counsel submitted a memoranduili in support of Smith' s Motion. Defense counsel

argued extensively at the suppression hearing that the search of the hotel rooms was not lawful

and the trial court relied on article I, section 7 of the state constitution in its analysis. Thus. defense

counsel was not deficient for failing to make a separate motion to suppress and Smith cannot

demonstrate that he was prcJudiced by that decision. 
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Second, defense counsel did not specifically address standing during his motion to suppress

Oral argument, but the trial court ultimately disagreed r ith the State' s argtiment that Smith lacked

standing. Assuming without deciding that defense counsel' s performance was deficient. Smith

cannot show prejudice. 

Third, as explained above. there N gas no error when NN itnesscs named in Snlitli' s char -es

did not testily at trial but the detective testified that she identified their information in Smith' s

possession and >7eri#ied that they were real people. Again, assuming without deciding that defense

cotulsel' s performance was deficient. Smith cannot sllovv, prejudice. 

Fourth, Snaith is incorrect that defense counsel did not argue that the State failed to pro` -•e

every clement of the charged crimes beyond a reasonable doubt. Defense counsel successfully

moved to dismiss one count atter the State rested its case -in -chief and unsuccessfully moved to

dismiss two other counts. During closing argument defense counsel discussed the standard of

proof and argued extensively that the State had failed to meet it. Thus, Smith fails to demonstrate

defense counsel' s deficient performance. 

Fifth_ Smith does not demonstrate how he was prejudiced when the trial court gave the jury

an additional instruction following defense comiscl' s closing argument. Following defense

counsel' s closing argument, the trial court instructed the jure that the term " person" in the jury

instructions, related to identity theft means, " any natural person and, where relevant, a corporation, 

join( stock association. or an unincorporated association." 9 VRP at 801. Smith did not object to

this additional instructign and he cannot demonstrate that he was prejudiced. Thus, Smith' s claim

that his defense counsel was irneffective fails. 
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CONCLUSION

We affirm Smith' s Convictions but remand for the sentencing court to resentence Smith not

to exceed the statutory maximum under RCW 9A.20.02 on the second degree identity theft

convictions. 

A majority of the panel haling cieterinined that this opinion Nvill not be printed in the

Washington Appellate Reports, but will be filed for public record in accordance with RCW 2. 06.040, 

it is so ordered. 

We concur: 

MAXA, A. C. J

MELNICK, J. 
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